An observation of low frequency waves spontaneously excited in a dc glow discharge dusty plasma is reported. To analyze possible reasons for the instability observed, a linear dispersion relation which takes into account collisions with neutrals, dust grain charge variations, ion drift, and forces acting on dust particles is derived. Numerical analysis of the dispersion relation shows that the observed instability is the result of dust charge variations in the presence of external charge-dependent forces together with the ion drift effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been much interest in new wave behavior that results from the presence of charged dust particles in plasmas. The dust particles are generally extremely massive and multiply charged as compared to plasma ions ͑for example, the charge number Z d of an isolated spherical particle when emission processes are unimportant can be estimated as Z d ϳaT e /e 2 , where a is the particle radius, T e is the electron temperature, giving Z d ϳ10 3 for aϳ1 m, and T e ϳ1 eV͒. In addition, their charge is not fixed, but is coupled self-consistently to the surrounding plasma parameters. For this reason various new wave modes can exist in dusty plasmas, ranging from modifications of well-known plasma waves and instabilities to new ones, such as the dustacoustic wave ͑DAW͒, first considered theoretically by Rao, Shukla, and Yu. 1 The inertia in this mode is provided by charged and massive dust particles, and the pressure to sustain the wave is provided by plasma electrons and ions. Physically, the DAW is analogous to the ion acoustic wave in a dust free plasma, but occurs at very low frequency because the dust particles are many orders of magnitude heavier than ions. More recently, DAWs were studied by several authors in different theoretical contexts, including variations of the dust particle's charge in the presence of the wave, 2,3 the dust-acoustic instability driven by ions and/or electrons drifting relatively to charged dust, 4-7 nonlinearity effects, [8] [9] [10] the effect of strongly coupled dusty plasmas, [11] [12] [13] as well as the effects of ionization and ion drag. [14] [15] [16] [17] Experimental observations of DAWs in low temperature laboratory plasma devices with trapped dust particles have also been reported. [18] [19] [20] [21] This mode can be analyzed easily in experiments by recording the scattered laser light, which illuminates the particle cloud, on a video tape. Even with the naked eye, the dust density fluctuations of very low frequency can often be observed. In Ref. 21 , DAW was excited by means of a wire situated near the particles' cloud and driven by a sinusoidal voltage source. The measured dispersion relation yields experimental values for the dust particle charge and plasma Debye length. In other experiments, the dust density fluctuations [18] [19] [20] [22] [23] [24] or individual particle vibrations 25 on slow time scales were spontaneously excited, indicating some kind of instabilities. One of the possible driving mechanisms of DAW is the ion-dust streaming instability, [4] [5] [6] [7] which arises as a result of ions motion relative to the levitating dust grains and can be important in different laboratory devices. 18, 19, 24 In the DAW frequency limit Ӷk T e , ͉Ϫku i ͉Ӷk T i , ӷk T d , the dispersion relation which takes ion drift into account reads 5, 24 1ϩ 1
where and k are the wave frequency and number, respectively 3 and the dust Landau damping term. Thus, instability occurs if the ion drift velocity exceeds the wave phase velocity u i Ͼ/k. Assuming ϭ r ϩi␥ ( r ӷ␥) and neglecting as compared to ku i , we can obtain the following expressions for the real r and imaginary ␥ parts of the DAW frequency:
The growth rate as a function of k reaches its maximum value a͒ Electronic mail: skhrapak@mail.ru
at k D ϭ1/ͱ2 and r ϭ pd /ͱ3. These are parameters that correspond to the most effective development of the instability. Collisions with neutrals and charge variations lead to a decrease of the growth rate. In this paper we report the observation of low-frequency waves spontaneously excited in a dc glow discharge dusty plasma. We show that the previous interpretation of this effect, 24 based on the ion-dust streaming instability ͓and the dispersion relation ͑1͔͒ was not sufficiently correct. It is shown that the ion-dust streaming instability alone cannot be responsible for the phenomenon observed because the driving mechanism of this instability is not effective enough as compared to damping ͑collisional and collisionless due to charge variations͒ in our conditions. The damping effects were absent in the previous model. 24 However, we propose a completely new mechanism of DAW instability and compare it with the experimental results. The instability mechanism is based on the dust charge perturbations, as well as on the nature of the forces that trap dust particles within the discharge camera. The point is that in laboratory plasma devices dust particles can be trapped within the plasma region by the balance between all forces that act on them. The most important forces are gravitational, electric, and ion drag. Thus the net force ͑which has to be zero within the balancing region͒ usually depends on the dust particle charge. As will be shown, the charge variations in the presence of the wave not only damp the wave but lead to variations in the net force. These periodic variations of the net force can lead, in turn, to the parametric amplification of the wave resulting in DAW instability. Note that although the presence of an electric field and/or ion drift are the necessary conditions for the present instability, the latter is not a modification of the ion-dust streaming instability but is an entirely new type of instability which has no analog in dust free plasmas. This paper is organized in the following fashion. In Sec. II we describe our experimental setup, summarize some basic plasma and dust parameters, and present the experimental observation of the low-frequency DAW. In Sec. III the model describing the DAW instability in the presence of dust grain charge variations and charge-dependent forces is introduced. The general dispersion relation for this mode is obtained and analyzed. In Sec. IV we compare our results with the experimental ones. In Sec. V we briefly summarize our findings.
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A dc glow discharge was created in neon in a cylindrical vertically positioned tube with cold electrodes. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . It was practically the same as had been used in our previous works. 26, 27 The inner diameter of the tube was 3 cm, the length of the tube was 60 cm, and the distance between the electrodes was 40 cm. The dust particles to be introduced into the plasma ͑we have used monodisperse melamin formaldehyde spherical particles 1.87 m in diameter and mass density ϭ1.5 g/cm 3 ͒ were held in a cylindrical container located in the upper part of the glass discharge tube. The bottom of the container was fashioned from a metal mesh with a spacing of 100 m. When the container was shaken, particles rained down into the positive column of the discharge. Some of them were found to be trapped in a discharge region where there is a balance between the forces acting on them. They could be seen as a cloud levitated in the center of the tube. Observations were made by illuminating a vertical plane with a sheet of a laser light. The scattered laser light was recorded by a video camera.
Under some conditions low-frequency perturbations of the dust number density propagating downwards ͑from the anode to the cathode͒ were observed. They were excited spontaneously as a result of either reducing the neutral gas pressure or the discharge current. Injection of new particles in the discharge can also lead to wave excitation. A typical wave pattern is shown in Fig. 2 . The wave number and the phase velocity found from a succession of pictures of this type are kϭ2/Lϳ60 cm Ϫ1 and ph ϳ1 cm/s, where L is the wavelength. This results in the wave frequency ϭk ph ϳ60 s Ϫ1 . The spontaneous excitation of such waves in a similar experiment was first described in Ref. 24 .
For further analysis, knowledge of the main dusty plasma parameters is needed. Some of them are relatively well known and can even be controlled during the experiment. For example, dust particle size and mass are known. Neutral gas pressure and discharge current are controlled during the experiment. Dust particles number density can be approximately determined through average interparticle distance when no waves exist. The other parameters can be calculated using some model approaches, and are, therefore, less certain. We expect the values of basic plasma parameters to be similar to those of a typical small current dc glow discharge: electron temperature T e ϳ3 eV, ion and neutral gas temperature T i ϳT n ϳ0.03 eV, electron and ion number densities n e , n i ϳ10 7 -10 8 cm Ϫ3 , the vertical electric field in the positive column directed downwards is Eϳ1 V/cm. In such a small electric field the electron drift velocity is given by u e ϭϪeE/m e en , ͑3͒ where en ϳn n en T e is the frequency of the electronneutral collisions, n n is the neutral number density, and en ϳ2ϫ10 Ϫ16 cm Ϫ2 is the electron-neutral collisional cross section for neon. The ions' equilibrium drift velocity is
where i ϳ3ϫ10 3 E/ P ͓cm 2 Torr/͑s V)] is the mobility of Ne ϩ in Ne. 28 In discharge plasma conditions, dust particles are charged negatively due to electron and ion collection. The steady state charge is determined by the condition I e ϭI i , where I e(i) is the electron ͑ion͒ plasma flux to the particle surface. Within the framework of the standard orbit motion limited approach, 29 these fluxes are given by
ͪ .
͑6͒
To evaluate the grains charge in the region of dust cloud the quasineutrality condition
has to be used together with Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒. Equation ͑7͒ takes into account the possible effect of electron depletion in the dust cloud if dust particles' number density is sufficiently high.
To conclude this section we analyze the forces acting on the dust particles that can be important in our experiment. The charged dust particles are trapped, and levitate in a region where the sum of all forces acting on them is zero. In the radial direction, they are confined by a radial discharge electric field. In the vertical direction, the main forces to be considered are: the gravitational force, the electric force due to a vertical discharge electric field, and the ion drag force. The electric force directed upwards is F e ХZ d eE. The forces directed downwards are the gravitational force F g ϭm d g and the ion drag one. Estimations show that for our typical plasma parameters and u i Ͻ T i the force experienced by the particles due to drifting ions is more than one order of magnitude less than the force of gravity. Thus, the force balance can be written as
The force that is important for dust dynamics is the friction with a neutral gas or neutral drag force. For mean free paths of neutral atoms that are large compared to the grain radius and for specular reflection of atoms from the grain surface, the neutral drag force is given by ͑see, for example, Ref. 30 and references therein͒
where dn ϭͱ8/n n T n /( T n a) and d is the dust particle velocity.
III. DUST ACOUSTIC WAVE MODEL
In this section we discuss a physical effect which ͑to-gether with the ion-dust streaming instability͒ can be responsible for the wave excitations in our experiment. First of all, a linear dispersion relation that could be used to predict the imaginary part of the frequency has to be obtained. Collisions with neutrals, charge variations of dust grains, and ion and electron drifts are taken into account. To derive a linear dispersion relation, we use the Poisson's equation for the electrostatic potential of the wave ,
Assuming the small perturbations n ␣ ϭn ␣0 ϩn ␣1 , Z d ϭZ d0 ϩZ d1 , ϭ 1 with the ϳexp(ikxϪit) dependence and using the quasineutrality condition at equilibrium n e0 ϭn i0 ϩZ d0 n d0 we can linearize Eq. ͑10͒:
In Eq. ͑11͒ the first-order dust charge density consists of the terms Z d0 n d1 and Z d1 n d0 , which represent the dust-particlenumber density and dust-charge-number perturbations, respectively. The dispersion relation can be written in the form
where i ϭϪ4en i1 /k 2 1 , e ϭ4en e1 /k 2 1 , d ϭϪ4e(Z d0 n d1 ϩZ d1 n d0 )/k 2 1 are the susceptibilities of a corresponding species. The ion and electron number density perturbations in the presence of equilibrium drift and collisions with neutrals can be derived using the standard kinetic approach. 31 This results in where 
͑14͒
Thus, collisions with neutrals do not play an important role in the limit en /k T e Ӷ1 because the wavelength is less than the mean collision free path of electrons. For collisionless ions we have similarly
͑15͒
In a collisional case, in /k T i Ͼ1, Eq. ͑13͒ can be numerically calculated to obtain ions susceptibility. However, for simplicity we will use the result obtained by D' Angelo and Merlino using fluid approximation,
The number density perturbations of charged cold dust fluid is determined from the one-dimensional continuity and momentum equations which read, respectively,
where F ⌺ is the total force acting on the dust particles in the direction of wave propagation ͑vertical direction͒. According to Eq. ͑8͒ F ⌺0 ϭ0 and linearization gives Substituting ͑21͒ into ͑20͒ we obtain for dust charge perturbation
Thus from Eqs. ͑17͒, ͑18͒, and ͑22͒ we obtain dust susceptibility,
The dispersion relation can be constructed using ͑12͒, ͑14͒, ͑23͒, and ͑15͒ or ͑16͒ depending on the value of in /k T i . Some analysis of the obtained dispersion relation is in order. We assume that the real part of the frequency is close to DAW dispersion given by Eq. ͑2͒ and examine the influence of the effects considered on the imaginary part of the frequency. It is clear that the dust-neutral collisions lead to the damping of DAW. The damping rate is ␥ dc ϳϪv dn /2. The Landau damping on electrons is
and is increased due to electron drift in the direction opposite to wave propagation. The effect is small because as usual De ӷ D ϳ Di . The Landau damping on ions changes a sign when the ion drift velocity exceeds the wave phase velocity and leads to instability. In the collisionless limit, the growth rate is given by Eq. ͑2͒. When collisions are of importance the growth rate is
Charge variations in the absence of external forces acting on dust particles and in a plasma without any anisotropy ͓the second term on the right hand side ͑RHS͒ of Eq. ͑23͔͒ lead to the damping of DAW. In the limit ӷ the damping rate becomes
where
The same result ͑for k 2 D 2 Ӷ1͒ has been obtained in Ref. 3 . However, in a laboratory dusty plasma the other limiting case Ӷ is often realized. In this limit the damping rate is
Finally, the last term on the rhs of Eq. ͑23͒ is due to both dust charge variations and charge-dependent external forces that trap the particles. In the limit Ӷ we obtain that DAW becomes unstable. The growth rate of this instability is
͑28͒
͑note that Z d0 Ͻ0͒. Physically, the DAW becomes unstable because, in conditions considered here, an additional periodic force ͑associated with charge variations͒ acting on the trapped dust particles is in phase with their velocity that can be seen from Eqs. ͑19b͒ and ͑22͒. This periodic force performs positive work on the dust particles during the wave period leading to the parametric amplification of the wave. We can summarize that the ion drift leads to the DAW instability but dust-neutral collisions and electron drift lead to the damping of DAW. Dust charge variations may lead to both wave damping and growth. The collisionless damping of DAW due to charge variations is always present in dusty plasma. On the other hand, in the presence of external charge-dependent forces, charge variations can also be a cause of the DAW instability.
IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Dispersion relation ͑12͒ together with expressions ͑14͒-͑16͒, and ͑23͒ can be analyzed numerically for a given set of plasma and dust parameters. To compare the conditions for DAW instability resulting from Eq. ͑12͒ with experiment, we fix basic plasma parameters to be close to experimental ones, e.g., we chose n i ϭ10 8 cm Ϫ3 , n d ϭ5ϫ10 4 cm Ϫ3 . All other dust/plasma parameters can be calculated using Eqs. ͑5͒-͑8͒. These plasma parameters are summarized in Table I . The main difficulty is to distinguish between the collisionless and collisional regimes for ions, as in the range of pressures where the instability takes place the mean free path for ionneutral charge exchange collisions is comparable to the wavelength of the mode observed. For example, characteristic frequencies and drift velocities calculated for P ϭ0.2 Torr and Pϭ0.3 Torr are given in Table II . One can see that for Pϭ0.2 Torr the condition in /k T i Ͻ1 holds for kտ25 cm Ϫ1 . Thus, Eq. ͑15͒ can be used if the wave mode with kտ25 cm Ϫ1 is considered. On the other hand, for P ϭ0.3 Torr the collisional expression for ions susceptibility ͑16͒ have to be used in the range 15 cm Ϫ1 ՇkՇ40 cm Ϫ1 . The real and imaginary parts of DAW frequency versus wave number k for two different neutral gas pressures are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . These figures show that the effect of charge variations of trapped dust particles together with the ion drift leads to wave instability in the conditions considered. The instability growth rate as a function of k has a pronounced maximum. This mode as the most unstable can be excited in experiment. For Pϭ0.2 Torr the maximum is reached at kХ60 cm Ϫ1 . The frequency of this mode determined using curve 1 in Fig. 3 is Х130 s Ϫ1 . A similar wave mode (kϳ60 cm Ϫ1 , ϳ60 s Ϫ1 ) was observed in our experiment. It is unreasonable to expect more precise quantitative agreement for a large number of reasons. First of all, there exists some arbitrariness in choosing plasma parameters, which are not measured directly during the experiment. Second, the model considered contains some simplifications discussed in the following. Note that the mechanism of instability associated with charge variations in the presence of external forces that trap dust particles is effective itself in the conditions considered. The role of ion drift, which cannot lead to wave instability ͑see Fig. 3͒ , is to transpose the maximum increment of instability to the largest values of k ͑and consequently ͒. As ions are always drifting in an external electric field, both mechanisms are always indivisible and their relative efficiency can vary in various plasma conditions. However, the instability considered in this paper is not a modification of the known ion-dust streaming instability but represents an entirely new one.
For higher pressures neither the effect of charge variations in the presence of the external forces nor the effect of ion drift can lead to wave instability. However, the sum of these effects results in the instability with the characteristics of the most unstable mode kϳ20 cm Ϫ1 and ϳ40 s Ϫ1 ͑see Fig. 4͒ .
The dispersion relation ͑12͒ together with the model approaches used in Sec. II allows us to explain all the qualitative peculiarities found in the experiment. For example, the wave disappears with an increase of neutral gas pressure. This is the result of an increase of the collisional damping introduced by dust-neutral collisions. Numerical analysis of Eq. ͑12͒ shows that for n i ϳ10 8 cm Ϫ3 and n d ϳ5 ϫ10 4 cm Ϫ3 the critical value of pressure for which Im (k) becomes negative for all values of k is approximately 0.5 Torr. Moreover, with increasing the neutral gas pressure the wavelength of the most unstable mode also increases ͑see Fig. 4͒ . This means that the wave will disappear when the wavelength becomes comparable to the size of the dust cloud.
The wave can be excited as a result of injection of new particles in the discharge tube leading to the increase of dust number density. Numerical analysis shows that for n i ϳ10 8 cm Ϫ3 and neutral gas pressure 0.2 Torr DAW instability occurs for n d տ2ϫ10 4 cm Ϫ3 . The wave also disappears when increasing the discharge current. We attribute this to the increase of plasma ion and electron number densities and decrease in ion and electron Debye lengths. Numerical analysis of the model shows that this is accompanied by a decrease in the electric field and increase in the particles charge and charging frequency. When all these effects are taken into account, we see that with the increase of n i the most unstable mode moves to the region of very large values of k ͑see Fig. 5͒ and at smaller values of k the wave becomes damped. However, the DAW can exist only if the interparticle distance is sufficiently less than the wavelength of the mode. This gives a simple evaluation kՇ2n d
Ϫ3 . Finally, we summarize some simplifications of our analytical model. First of all, we have derived a linear dispersion relation to predict the onset of the instability. However, this approach is insufficient to explain the actual experimental observations where highly nonlinear waves were observed ͑see Fig. 2͒ . Second, a spatial inhomogeneity of a plasma was not taken into account. At the same time the discharge was stratified in our experiment and the instability was observed in a dust cloud region which is supported by the head of the striation. The latter region is highly inhomogeneous. Third, the dusty plasma nonideality was also not taken into account, although the coupling parameter evaluated for T d ϭ0.03 eV is very high
However, the effect of anomalous dust particle heating found in experiments 21, 26, [32] [33] [34] and considered recently theoretically [35] [36] [37] can decrease ⌫ d by several orders of magnitude.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The observation of the low-frequency waves spontaneously excited in a dc glow discharge dusty plasma is described. To analyze possible reasons for such excitation, a linear dispersion relation which takes into account collisions with neutrals, dust grain charge variations, ion drift, and forces acting on dust particles is derived. It is shown that the observed instability is the result of dust charge variations in the presence of external charge-dependent forces together with the ion drift effect. The results of a numerical analysis of the dispersion relation are in agreement with experimental results.
The mechanism of instability presented in this paper has no analogs in a dust free plasma. this mechanism is likely to play a role includes different plasma processing discharges and plasma crystal experiments under gravity conditions, which both involve a particle cloud levitated in a gas discharge plasma due to the balance of electric force and the force of gravity.
